The metabolic signal of hunger and satiety, and its pharmacological manipulation.
Hunger is elicited by the depletion of available macronutrients to the cells. The question is how the depletion is sensed and transduced into a biologically meaningful signal of hunger. Accumulating data show that the signal comes not from depletion of carbohydrates alone or from one of the other major macronutrients. Instead, the signal is generated by the overall cellular power production that induces hunger when it decreases and satiety when it increases. As for satiation, i.e. the state that causes the termination of a meal before nutrients cross the intestinal barrier, it is induced by early metabolic events elicited reflexly from orogastric afferences and tuning the preprandial metabolism towards the level of the postprandial metabolism. Neuronal responses from the medial hypothalamus suggest that they may integrate information on the degree of utilization of glucose and of lipids. Some of the pharmacological agents that reduce feeding seem to operate by increasing the metabolic rate in a way similar to that induced by a meal. These pharmacological agents are active because they mobilize endogenous metabolites, such as lipids, so inducing a sort of 'autocanibalic' meal.